
 

 

Whilst Miller and Brooks paint a grim picture of life in 17th Century Salem and Eyam, they also 

show what is to be valued when a community faces crisis. 

When the community experiences crisis, there are people who acts on accordance to their corrupted 

agenda to preserve their powers yet other individuals who regain their inner morals who value 

justice are willing to challenge the society’s pre-existing ideologies, resulting a mixed impact to both 

the people and the community itself. In the tragic play The Crucible by Arthur Miller and the 

historical novel Year of Wonders by Geraldine Brooks, both authors paint a grim picture of the 17th 

Century repressive societies and how people response to crisis in various ways. Miller’s allegorical 

play parallels with the dark period of McCarthyism, alluding to the notion that in times of crisis, it is 

the self-preservation of the leaders that destroys the society, thus inducing the mass hysteria and 

fear within the community. Contrastingly, Brooks’ reflective novel offers hope by portraying the 

importance of individuals’ faith and internal strength to bring change to a society. Nevertheless, 

while both authors depict that it is because of one’s self-greed, preoccupation and jealousy that 

corrupt the community, it is also people who maintain their inner morals to lead to the progression 

of the society during crisis that is needed to be valued. 

Struggling with the encroachment of a more liberal thoughts and practices, the preoccupation with 

self-preservation of the authorities suppress the new-arising ideologies within the community, 

resulting in the detriments if the people and the society. Zealously ambitious to wipe out the “devil”, 

Deputy Danforth’s dogmatism breeds on superstition and mass hysteria. His misplaced belief in 

God’s conviction coerces him to turn a blind eye against justice, for which he is “dared to hang 

thousands that dare to rise against God.” Hence, this unrelenting dichotomy, that “there is no road 

between” the evil and God hinders the authority and society to realise the injustice of the society, 

thus inducing countless senseless persecution which destroys the social fabric of the community. 

Similar to Deputy Danforth whose egocentrism and flawed morals has led to his desire to maintain 

his power, Brooks explores the detrimental impacts resulted by the self-preservation f the leader 

Colonel Bradfords to the society. Brooks depicts that people who retains legitimate power in 

adversity are acting in accordance with their own agenda, thus further destructs the unity of the 

society in adversity. This notion of flawed leadership is demonstrated when Colonel Bradfords sees 

himself as “having a chance” to flee off the Plague-ridden Eyam to maintain his power and position, 

which forces the rest of the Eyam community to overcome the crisis themselves. Hence, Brooks 

invites the reader to see that the absence of good leadership can often destroys the society, causing 

adverse impacts on vulnerable and illiterate people in the community. 

Both texts convey that in times of adversity, some respected, well-educated people who are able to 

see the hypocrisy of the authority are able to unite the society and challenge the repressive and 

religious social norms, thus displaying leadership qualities that ultimately provide spiritual guidance 

for the powerless people. Beginning as a puritan Priest who acts “in accordance with God’s 

conviction”, Reverend Mompellion maintains his religious morals and provides spiritual guidance 

during the village’s quarantine, displaying immense leadership skills that is able to unite the society 

and reaffirms the importance of unity in times of crisis. Yet as the Plague continues and Mompellion 

witnesses the countless deaths, he begins to doubt is faith in God and sees the society in a more 

liberal way. This is also analogous to Reverend Hale in The Crucible where both of the characters 

transform themselves from their strong belief in puritanism to a point where they both experience 

doubts in their faith in God. Unlike Mompellion who eventually doubts lost his religious faith, 



 

 

Reverend Hale begins to doubt his religion and challenges the power of the authority as the “witch-

hunt” becomes hypocritical. His eventual proclamation to “quit this court” shows the absolute flaw 

of the theocracy, implying that when the community experiences crisis, it is one’s integrity and their 

strength to transform themselves to benefit the community that needs to be valued. Hence while 

both Miller and Brooks shed light onto the moral realisation of the religious people as they seek 

repentance, both texts also suggest that in adversity, it is also the bravery and strength of the 

powerless people who are willing to challenge the pre-existing ideologies that is needed to be 

valued.  

 

While the 17th century of Salem and Eyam insist on the rigidity in thoughts and practices, some 

powerless individuals advocate to benefit others when they challenge the corrupted social norms of 

the society. Through Anna’s first person narrative, Brooks allows her reader to see the value of 

Anna’s transformation to the isolated society of Eyam. Beginning as a lower-class servant with just “a 

pair of hands”, Anna steps out from her feminine role and questions the religion. Her assertion that 

“perhaps the Plague was neither God nor devil, but simply a thing in nature” allows her to take on a 

healing role and find a herb to cure the Plague. Hence similar to Brooks who accentuates the 

importance of retaining one’s faith and self-conscience to benefit the society, Miller’s third person 

omniscient narrative shows the importance for people without legitimate power to not only 

challenge the theocratic hypocrisy but also redeeming oneself. As a “fraud” male protagonist, 

Proctor transforms himself to challenge the notion of “witch-craft”. Although his death is inevitable, 

his strength and liberalisation have not only allow him to regain his integrity, but moreover led to 

the later overthrow of the court. Hence, Brooks’ portrayal of Anna’s transformation deepens the 

readers’ understanding of Proctor’s moral choices and his liberalisation that is ultimately esstential 

to enhance and liberalise the society.  

Both Miller and Brooks examine that while the authority’s self-preservation breeds on mass hysteria 

and ultimately corrupts the society of Salem and Eyam, it is also through individuals who realise the 

hypocrisy and flaws within the community’s social and religious norms that bring change and 

benefits to the society. Hence both authors offer a sense of hope through individuals’ faith to 

challenge the pre-existing ideologies, of which it is ultimately very valuable for the society and its 

people.  


